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Abstract: Cold spray is on the way to becoming a mainstream technology for coating and additive
manufacturing processes. While there have been many advances in various aspects of this technology,
the question of tailoring the ‘ideal’ feedstock powder for cold spraying has remained open. In particular,
the mechanical strength and its dependence on the particle size, which are amongst the most relevant
properties of the feedstock powder for cold spraying, are rarely covered when reporting powder
specifications. This is mainly because of the lack of standardised methods of characterisation for these
specific properties. In the present case study, we demonstrate how compression tests of single Inconel
718 particles by using a modified nanoindenter can address this central question. Data analyses
are supported by finite element modelling of particle compression for a range of plastic behaviours.
The results of simulation are then stored in the form of a surrogate model for subsequent comparison
with the experimental data. Thus, the ultimate tensile strength and the size of the examined particles
are calculated directly from the measured force-displacement data. The paper will also discuss how
this information can be used to optimise cold spraying, and so, unveils a key step towards the design
and manufacturing of cold-spray-specific feedstock powder.
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1. Introduction

There is a growing interest in cold spraying as a coating method due to its unique characteristics [1–3].
The solid-state nature of the process, in combination with a relatively high deposition rate, makes
it a particularly attractive technology for additive manufacturing (AM) and repair. This has
thrusted many research, development, and commercial activities on various aspects of cold spray
technology, from experimenting with new materials and new applications to nozzle design and
equipment manufacturing.

However, a major remaining hurdle in the way of widespread application of cold spray is the lack
of tailored and standardised feedstock powder. This has forced researchers and users to experiment
with what is in fact tailored and made commercially available for other processes, such as conventional
powder metallurgy (PM), thermal spraying or laser-based AM. The available powders in the market
do not appear to be accompanied with any cold-spray-specific technical data, albeit being branded as
cold spray powder.

There is a fundamental problem with the above approach to powder selection. In conventional
thermal spraying, PM as well as AM, the prime properties of the feedstock powder are the chemical
composition and particle size distribution. There is rarely any information available on the mechanical
strength of the particles of the powder, simply because it is not a relevant property where the material
is to melt and to re-solidify during the process. In cold spraying, in contrast, the mechanical properties,
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namely the plastic behaviour and the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of single particles, are the most
important characteristics that determine whether the process will work and if so, what will the quality
of the deposited material be like.

As a workaround to this problem, plastic properties of microparticles are often inferred from the
available bulk data. However, particles are likely to exhibit different properties from the bulk material.
This is because of the possible differences in microstructure, due to different processing conditions
during production, in level of impurities, and in oxygen content. Moreover, bulk data may not exist
for some alloys, which are produced only in powder form.

Local methods such as hardness testing on the cross section of particles do not provide a solution
to this problem. This is partly because of using a mounting material, which deforms under loading and
hence interferes with the results of measurements. In addition, these locally applied methods would not
provide information on the global deformation behaviour of particles, which is relevant for cold spray
applications. This is because the particles also deform globally during cold spraying, hence taking in
the collective effect of microstructural inhomogeneities rather than their local mechanical response.

There have been efforts to determine the mechanical properties of particles, mainly for PM
applications [4], but only for specific plastic behaviours. In a previous work [5], we developed
a method to work out plastic constitutive properties of the particles for a wide range of possible
behaviours, through a combination of modelling and compression tests using a modified nanoindenter.
The method was used to determine plastic constitutive properties of copper and MCrAlY particles
of known dimensions. In a recent report on cold spraying of Inconel 718, it could be shown that
particle strength of as-atomized powder is about 20% higher than that of soft annealed bulk material,
thus using the real strength data will allow for a much more reliable prediction and interpretation
of coating performance [6]. In the present work, we extend the method to determine not only the
plastic behaviour but also the size of the particles of an Inconel 718 powder. We demonstrate that the
extended method, in which the particle size is taken as an ‘unknown’ adjustable parameter, provides a
better fit between the modelling and the experimental data, and so, allows a more reliable estimation of
the relationship between the strength and the particle size. Based on these results, the paper discusses
the implication of the method for cold spray applications, and in the prediction of coating quality.

2. Methods

Step 1: Initially, the finite element analysis (FEA) software package ABAQUS version 6.12
was employed to simulate the non-linear deformation of particles during the compression tests.
The simulations were performed using an axisymmetric model of a 50 µm deformable sphere (particle),
with a mean element size of 0.5 µm, squeezed between two rigid plates approaching one another at a
constant displacement rate. The calculation domain included only half of the sphere, with z-symmetry
applied to the bottom boundary. An explicit Lagrangian method with mass-scaling was used for the
simulations, which were performed for a range of constitutive properties. A typic friction coefficient
of 0.5 was used for the interaction between the particle and the rigid plates (for more details of the
non-linear finite element analysis employed in this study see [5]). The flow stress of material (σ) was
described as a function of the plastic strain (ε) according to the following relationship:

σ = A + Bεn (1)

in which A, B and n are constants. The force-displacement (F–δ) relations as obtained from the
simulations were subsequently converted to nominal stress–strain relations as a function of particle
dimensions as follows:

σnom =
4F(d0 − δ)

πd0
3 , εnom = −ln

(
1−

δ
d0

)
(2)
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where d0 is the mean particle diameter, which is identical to its height (h0) for a perfectly spherical
particle. The simulated results supply the stress–strain relations for the given set of material parameters
for subsequent comparison with the experimental data at a later step.

Step 2: Compression tests of 16 single particles of a gas atomised Inconel 718 powder with the
nominal size of 10–28 µm, branded as Ni 202 from Praxair Surface Technologies (Indianapolis, IN,
USA) were carried out (by careful handling and positioning of individual particles) under quasi-static
conditions using a universal hardness testing machine (model ZHU 2.5/Z2.5 from Zwick GmbH &
Co. KG, Ulm, Germany) with a flat diamond head of 200 µm diameter. The examined particles had a
predominantly dendritic microstructure and spheroid geometry (Figure 1), with an average diameter
between 10 and 25 µm. They were placed individually on the surface of a mirror polished hard substrate
(WC-Co composite, hardness: 1780 HV2) and compressed with a constantly increasing displacement,
at a speed of 0.1 mm/min, up to a maximum load of 1.2 N. The size of the particles was measured
before deformation using confocal microscopy (3D Laser Scanning Microscope VK-X200 series from
KEYENCE GmbH, Neu Isenburg, Germany) for comparison with the calculated size. The confocal
microscopy can provide highly precise measurements (100 nm range) of the dimensions of an object.
However, the particles are not ideally spherical (Figure 1) so that the measured dimensions (d0 and
h0) are only representative of the nominal particle size, hence they do not necessarily correspond to
the respective values under the compression testing. This is so simply because the particles are likely
to have different orientations during the confocal microscopy measurements and the compression
tests. Therefore, while the measurements have a 100 nm precision, their accuracy is limited by the
ovality of the particles (the difference between the largest and the smallest dimensions), which can
be in the range of up to a few (2–3) µm. Table 1 shows the measured dimensions for a selection of
particles. Figure 2 shows examples of images of the particles before and after deformation as obtained
by confocal microscopy. The micrographs of the compressed particles indicate that, despite the rather
spherical shape before testing, deformation can cause shape irregularities. This is probably due to
differences in orientation, hence plasticity of the grains of the particle. After the compression tests,
the measured force-displacement data were translated into nominal stress and strain values using
Equation (2).
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Figure 1. SEM micrographs showing (a) the morphology and (b,c) the cross-section of the particles of
the examined Inconel 718 powder.

Table 1. Measured particle dimensions.

Particle Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

d0 (m) 19.7 19.7 16.7 20.7 18.9 16.0 15.0
h0 (m) 20.4 21.0 17.7 20.2 16.6 15.0 13.0
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Figure 2. Examples of confocal microscopy images of the particles: (a,b) particle #5, (c,d) particle #3
(dimensions given in Table 1) before (a,c) and after (b,d) deformation, respectively.

Step 3: The experimental data for 7 (out of the 16 tested) particles were assessed against the
modelling results as obtained in step 1. The constitutive parameters A, B and n, as well as the particle
size, d0, varied within a range until the best fit was obtained between the modelled and experimental
data. The final values of A, B, n and d0 were taken as representing the relevant plastic constitutive
properties and the size of the examined particle. Once these parameters were known, then the ultimate
tensile strength (UTS) was calculated using the relation: σ = dσ/dε.

The fitting procedure was performed using an in-house program that directly operates on the
uploaded raw data generated by the instrument. The program uses a least squares method where the
experimental and modelled nominal data were compared for 19 equidistant points along the nominal
strain axis, giving the best-fit parameters along with a fitting quality (Q) defined as follows:

Q = 100

1−

∣∣∣σexperiment − σmodel
∣∣∣

UTS

 (3)

Figure 3 shows a schematic of the above procedure to work out the constitutive properties and
size of the particles. To illustrate the relevance of this procedure for cold spray application, the
corresponding ‘quality parameter’ η = vp/vcr (with vp as the particle impact velocity and vcr as the
critical velocity at the particle impact temperature) for different scenarios was calculated based on
the equations given by Assadi et al. [7], using a web-based program provided by Kinetic Spray
Solutions GmbH, Buchholz, Germany [8] for a typical set of spraying parameters for Inconel 718.
For these calculations to be in general consistent with the real experiments performed by using the
nozzle type ‘D24’ from CGT (Ampfing, Germany) equivalent to ‘Out1’ from Impact Innovations
(Haun/Rattenkirchen, Germany) [6,9], the spray conditions were assumed as follows: pgas = 50 bar,
Tgas = 1000 ◦C, powder injection at 135 mm upstream of the nozzle throat, and a powder injection
stream speed of 5 m/s. The carrier gas flow rate and the standoff distance are set to 5% of the total flow
rate and 20 mm, respectively.
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Figure 3. Flow chart of the method used to determine the constitutive properties and the size of the
particles of cold-spray powders by modelling (1), experiments (2), and fitting (3).

3. Results

Figure 4 shows a representative selection of the results as obtained from the compression tests
for Inconel 718 particles, indicating a similar force-displacement trend. These data are converted to
nominal stress–strain relationships using Equation (2) and then fitted with modelled relationships for
two cases as follows: (a) the particle dimensions are fixed and set to the measured values, and (b) the
particle size is taken as an adjustable parameter. The results of these two fitting procedures are shown
in Figures 5 and 6. For both procedures, a very good match could be obtained between the modelled
and the experimental data for the respective set of fitting parameters (Table 2). However, the match
appears to improve for particle #3 when the particle size is treated as an adjustable fitting parameter.
For this particle, the predicted size shows a higher deviation to the measured value as compared to the
other ones of this selection.
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Figure 5. Selected results of the first fitting procedure, where the particle dimensions are fixed and set
to the measured values, as applied to the compression test data (converted to nominal stress–strain) for
Inconel 718 particles #1–4 (Table 1). The dotted lines are the converted measured data and the solid
lines (50% transparent, red in the colour version) are the fitting curves.
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Figure 6. Selected results of the second fitting procedure, the particle size is taken as an adjustable
fitting parameter, as applied to the same compression test data as shown in Figure 5, for Inconel 718
particles #1–4 (Table 1). The dotted lines are the converted measured data and the solid lines (50%
transparent, red in the colour version) are the fitting curves.

Table 2. Examples of fitting parameters and the estimated ultimate tensile strength (UTS) for particles
#1–4, as obtained from the two different fitting procedures.

Method Quantity Symbol
(Unit)

Particle Number
1 2 3 4

Measurement Diameter d0 (µm) 19.7 19.7 16.7 20.7

Least-squares
fitting, fixed
particle size

Fitting parameter 1 A (MPa) 655 860 515 500
Fitting parameter 2 B (MPa) 1580 1720 1990 1060
Fitting parameter 3 n 0.65 0.70 0.65 0.30

Ultimate tensile strength UTS (MPa) 1483 1688 1716 1123
Fit quality % 99.3 99.7 98.2 99.5

Least-squares
fitting, adjustable

particle size

Fitting parameter 1 A (MPa) 1070 850 650 950
Fitting parameter 2 B (MPa) 1140 1420 1730 860
Fitting parameter 3 n 0.70 0.70 0.35 0.65
Fitting parameter 4 d (µm) 18.7 20.4 15.2 20.6

Ultimate tensile strength UTS (MPa) 1386 1447 1668 1178
Fit quality % 99.7 99.8 99.7 99.6
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Figure 7 shows the results of particle size evaluation from the compression test data as compared
with the measured values. As shown in Figure 7a, the calculated values correlate well with the
measurements, although the calculated particle sizes are slightly below the measured values, particularly
for the smaller particles. As displayed in Figure 7b, nevertheless, the overall quality of displacement
data fitting in all cases improves when the particle size is relaxed and taken as an adjustable parameter.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the results of particle size determination through direct measurements by
confocal microscopy and evaluation by fitting the compression test data: (a) showing a comparison
between the calculated and the measured values, and (b) the fitting quality for the two procedures
(Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 8 shows the results of calculated UTS for all the examined particles, for the two different
procedures of assuming fixed and relaxed particle sizes in the fitting procedures. For the former one,
the UTS varied between 1100 and 1700 MPa, with a mean value of about 1400 MPa, giving no evidence
of particle-size dependence. In the latter one, in contrast, there was an indication of decreasing UTS
with increasing particle size.
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4. Discussion

The results clearly show that the particle compression tests combined with numerical modelling
can be used to determine not only the constitutive plastic properties of metallic particles but also the
size of the examined particle. The results of the fitting quality suggest that determination of the particle
size based on the force-displacement data might be even more reliable than direct measurements.
This has several important implications: (i) reaching a better prognosis for cold spray applications,
(ii) allowing to derive size-dependant differences in microstructural developments by solidification,
and (iii) advancing mechanical testing procedures in general. These points are discussed below.

For cold spray application, the UTS of the particles of the feedstock powder is the most relevant
property of the powder. However, particularly for nickel superalloys, mechanical properties strongly
depend on the thermal history of the material. For example, solution-treated and precipitation-hardened
Inconel 718 alloys have a UTS of about 900 and 1400 MPa, respectively [10]. In addition, the precipitation-
hardened alloy retains a rather high strength of about 1200 MPa up to temperatures of about 600 ◦C [11].
Thus, the literature data on the bulk material may not be useful for estimating the performance of the
feedstock powder in cold spraying. In the case of Inconel 718, for instance, using the data of the soft
annealed condition [9] could underestimate UTS, as it would disregard possible influences of rapid
solidification on the microstructure. This can lead to substantially overestimated deposition efficiency
(DE) and coating quality. Using data for precipitation hardened alloys [10], on the other hand, leads
to better estimations of the coating quality (i.e., more consistent with the experimental observations)
but it would still be an overestimation. This is because of the anomalous (highly non-linear) thermal
softening behaviour of the hardened alloys (retaining their strength up to 600 ◦C due to the presence of
intermetallic phases).

The important role of the particle strength in cold spraying and the above problems in using the
existing literature data call for reliable and direct measurement of the particle properties. The method
proposed in this paper is a first step in this direction. A second step would be to perform the
compression tests at elevated temperature to account for the softening behaviour of the particle, which
could differ from that of the bulk. The following is an example of the first step, where the results of the
compression tests are used to predict the quality parameter for both methods of data analysis.

Figure 9 shows the influence of the possible size-dependence of the UTS (of the Inconel 718
powder) on the cold-spray velocity ratio, η [3]. For a fixed value of UTS (assumed to be independent
of particle size) of 1400 MPa, typical spraying conditions (pgas = 50 bar and Tgas = 1000 ◦C) result in
η values ranging from 1.07 to 1.10. By taking the lower bound of the UTS from the literature (i.e.,
900 MPa), η increases substantially and varies in the range between 1.28 and 1.31 for the same spraying
conditions. In contrast, by using the size-dependent UTS as obtained from the adjustable-size fitting
in this study (Figure 8), η falls to a lower range and varies between 1.02 and 1.12. Note that this
type of size dependence, as observed for the examined particles in this study, is in addition to (and
fundamentally different from) the intrinsic effect of size on the critical velocity due to higher adiabaticity
of larger particles [7]. The former effect routes from differences in solidification and thermal history of
the particles during powder production, while the effect would be present even if the particles have
identical microstructures and differ only in size.

The above differences in η can translate into significant differences in the DE and properties of
cold-sprayed deposits. Based on the estimated values of η in this work (which is barely above 1),
reaching bulk-like properties by cold spraying with nitrogen, even at high parameter sets, is probably
not achievable. A further rise in pressure or temperature to secure the needed velocity ratio of η

1 
 

≳ 1.5
is not attainable with the state-of-the-art spray equipment. Thus, in most cases, post spray heat
treatments are used [6,12,13].
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Figure 9. Calculated variation of the velocity ratio η = vp/vcr with particle size for the two cases where
the (room-temperature) UTS is fixed and set to 900 and/or 1400 MPa, and where it is assumed to change
with particle size (according the variation shown in Figure 8 for the case of adjustable particle size).
The ratios are calculated by assuming a cold spray parameter set of pgas = 50 bar and Tgas = 1000 ◦C.

The origin of the size effect as observed in this study is possibly due to differences in the thermal
history of the particles during the powder manufacturing (i.e., higher cooling rates in smaller particles)
and hence related to differences in solidification microstructure. The range of ultimate tensile strength
as evaluated for the examined particles in this work (1200 to 1700 MPa) is already much higher than
expected for non-precipitation hardened Inconel 718. The measurements also indicate an increase
in the strength with decreasing particles size, which can be attributed to higher undercoolings and
cooling rates associated with the solidification of smaller particles. Higher undercoolings/cooling rates
can result in the emergence of kinetic effects during rapid solidification, such as solute trapping and
non-equilibrium partitioning [14], or dendrite breakup and grain refinement [15], which affect the
microstructure and hence properties of the solidified particles. There is also a possibility of chemical
influences, namely because of a difference in the level of oxygen. Small particles might have higher
oxygen content as compared to larger particles [16]. This difference can also be attributed to the content
of flaws and defects in the microstructure of particles, which would be conceivably lower in smaller
particles, or to the differences in strain gradient, which would be more prominent in smaller particles.
It is unlikely that the differences in strain are due to the so-called dislocation starvation [17,18] which
would be expected to become prominent for sub-micron particles, although it cannot be ruled out.
Overall, the observed difference in the UTS of the examined particles could be attributed to any of these
factors, verification of which will require further studies. The main point here is that the proposed
method of analysis—where the particle size is taken as a fitting parameter—implies a size dependence,
and that the observed size dependence can have an important influence on cold spray optimisation.

For mechanical testing in general, the current study provides a unique example of a method
where mechanical testing is used to work out a dimensional property along with mechanical properties.
The current methodology can therefore be extended to other types of mechanical testing to provide
fast and accurate dimensional information on embedded defects and microstructural inhomogeneities.
The proposed method can therefore be of a broad interest in materials characterisation and hence
open a unique opportunity for new research for micro-deformation. Specifically, using spherical
samples (instead of micro or nano pillars) can provide more relevant and direct information on powder
properties (e.g., for applications in cold spraying or powder metallurgy).

5. Conclusions

Particle compression tests using a modified nanoindenter were combined with FEM simulations
to work out the flow-stress of an Inconel 718 powder. The UTS of the examined particles were in the
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range 1.1–1.7 GPa. The results also suggest that the UTS is a function of particle size (i.e., UTS increases
with decreasing particle size). However, the correlation between the UTS and particle size becomes
evident only when the particle size is taken as an adjustable fitting parameter. The particle diameters
obtained in this way are slightly different from the measured values. Interestingly, the fitting quality
improves when the particle size is taken as an adjustable parameter during fitting. This suggests that
the particle size estimated in this way is probably even more accurate and relevant than the values
obtained from confocal microscopy measurements. This conclusion can be justified by considering
that the examined particles are slightly oval and are likely to have different orientations during the two
stages of microscopy and compression testing. For cold spraying of the powder with typical processing
conditions, the calculated velocity ratio (vp/vcr) showed a noticeable variation (around 10%) when
the UTS was considered as a function of particle size. The results underline the importance of such
compression tests and the associated analysis for characterisation and tailoring of feedstock powder
for cold spray applications. Clearly, for a more reliable estimation of the properties in practical cases,
the number of examined particles can be more than what has been considered in this study. The new
procedure can also be used to investigate correlations between solidification microstructures and the
associated particle properties, thus setting grounds for new developments in powder manufacturing
and powder metallurgy.
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